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In 2016, the Seaside Civic &
Convention Center hosted
259 event days producing
$31.5M in total economic
impact. This represents an
average spending of $86,457
per day to our economy.
Convention Center

Convention Center Objectives
Our primary objective is to utilize the convention center to its maximum capacity and generate
economic benefit to our community. A secondary objective is to provide services and facilities
to respond to the needs of local and civic related
events, thereby truly enhancing the quality of life
for our community.
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Ongoing Facility Investment

Pacific Room Set Up For Theater Style Use

97.0%
2016 Rating

Over the past year, we installed fiber optic for improved WiFi
and new telephone service. We replaced two 15-ton HVAC
rooftop units for improved heating and air-conditioning
functions. A new economic impact calculator was developed
for improved and accurate spending patters for monthly and
annual reporting. The installation of 32 HD security cameras
in late 2016 will help with accountability and loss prevention.

The Convention Center’s customer service rating is the foundation on which our convention center
operates. Our rating has sustained a mid to high 90-percent range since 2007. We take great pride in
knowing that each client is treated with the utmost respect and importance they deserve. In 2016 we
solicited surveys to 107 clients. With 52 responding, this amounted to a return rate of 49 percent.

Customer Satisfaction Rating Through the Years

Convention Center Industry Trends
Although they have rebounded from a sluggish
economy during the mid 2000’s, convention centers
will continue to face many challenges in the next 1020 years. Two of these challenges include increased
demand for convention/exhibit space and technology evolution. Facility managers must continue to
pursue innovations and creative solutions that will
meet these expectations in the years to come.

Visitors Bureau

Economic Data:
Visitor Spending
& Bed Tax Receipts

In the past five years, bed-tax
collections have risen from
$2.56 million in 2011-12 to
nearly $4 million in 2015-16.
This represents a 52% growth
over the five-year stretch.

*figures are
shown in millions
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What We Do

d towards Seaside

Annual Daddy Daughter Dance

The mission of the Seaside
Visitors Bureau is to improve
the area economy by attracting
and servicing visitors to Seaside
and those traveling along the
Pacific Northwest Coast.
Visitors Bureau

Seaside Visitor Guide

Visitors Bureau

Where Are SVB Dollars Spent?
The Visitors Bureau’s 2016-17 advertising budget rose
15% over 2015-16. Our cost to develop a Visitor Guide
continued to decline while creative development costs
went from 22% to 30% with the continueal work and
implementation of new creative materials.

61.5%

2016 County Occupancy %
(up from 54.8 for 2011 year)

The 2017 guide (pictured) continues the theme of a brand
new look for Seaside. "It's Easy to Seaside" aims to show
people how simple it is to
do everything Seaside has
to offer. The iconographybased guide of 2016 was a
popular hit and stood out
amongst the many photocentric guides that populate
visitor centers, restaurants
and hotels across the state.
We're sticking with a slightly modified version of the
icon heavy guide and aim to
replicate the 100,000 guides
we distributed in 2016.

Visitors Bureau

The marketing landscape continues to evolve
According to a study presented at the 2017 DMA West Tech Summit, the number of mobile smartphone users has risen to 81% of the ages 12+ population. This is up from 10%
just eight years ago. Coupled with shorter attention spans (avg. = 8 seconds) and evolving social media platforms, this equates to regular changes in tourism marketing.

Convention Center

Oregon Fine Foods, Inc.

Renovation Approved

Owners Wayne & Linda Poole and
on-site catering staff continue to
provide quality food and beverage to 40,000+ annual attendees.
They have built a solid reputation
for providing a satisfying culinary
experience that meets and exceeds
customer expectations.

Seaside City Council gave its approval
in late 2016 to approve plans to fully
renovate and expand the Seaside Civic
and Convention Center. This follows
several years of studies and planning to
determine the best process. Next steps
include securing a Project Manager and
selecting an Architectural Design Team
and Construction Company. Plans call
for the renovation and addition of the
Necanicum and Riverview rooms, while
increasing and improving other meeting
rooms, storage capacity and various interior improvements. The strategy specifics
over the course of the two-year project
include the following:
1) Bump out the existing Necanicum
Ballroom, keeping it column-free: The
plan proposes a 40-percent addition,

adding 1,880 square-feet to create an
overall ballroom of 6,560 square feet.
When combined with the Pacific Room,
the total space offering will be 17,060
square feet.
2) Support larger, simultaneous, and
more diverse events.
3) Confine renovation and addition to
current property limits.
4) Limit project cost to $14.6 million.

Visitors Bureau

Creative Development

Rebranding work

2016 included the following:
31 print advertisements
50+ digital advertisements
One brand merchandise guide
One amplification toolkit
mock ups for new town signage
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HOW TO STORM WATCH
IN SEASIDE
For the best view, head out to the Turnaround.
As the storm rolls in, watch the surf and sky dramatically transform.
Then close your eyes and extend your arms to the heavens.
Feel the wind whip around you and the rain pound down as nature
unleashes the awesome power of her winter fury!
Then go ﬁnd a cozy coffee shop and warm up.
seasideOR.com

Above: Full page "How to Kayak" example
At left: Half-page "How to Storm Watch example
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creative group with Lookout has been a
vital partner to make sure our creative
is consistent and well executed. We also
continued to advertise with Entercom
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While 2015 ushered in a new look and
beginning for Seaside Tourism Marketing, 2016 was a year of further development and implementation. From print
advertising to digitally animated ads to
broadcast radio messaging changes, the
year was filled
with nearly
100 different
pieces of collateral being
created. A
brand overall
is all encompassing and 2016 was used to ensure we
had every single piece of our messaging
dialed in effectively and consistently
with our new brand voice and image.
We retained the services of Portlandbased Lookout Co. throughout 2016.
While we continue to research and purchase all advertising buys in-house, the

5) Increase size, quantity, and improve
quality of mid-sized meeting spaces:
Includes reconstruction and reconfiguration of the existing administration area
into two new meeting rooms totaling
3,750 square feet; construction of a new
2,140 square foot meeting room on Level
2, as well as a renovation and addition to
the existing Riverview Rooms by 1,560
square feet to a total of 3,400 square feet.
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Radio throughout the Portland Metro
area for the third-consecutive fiscal year.
We'll entertain new proposals for this
large contract as we move into 2017.
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Annual report photos by Don Frank & Seaside staff.

